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To Members of the Penang Bar, 
 

Penang Bar’s Magazine - Going Digital 
 

Must all good things come to an end? No, rather it can take another shape or form and possibly be even 
better.  
 
This is our plan for the Penang Bar’s long-standing publication which started under the name “Suara 
Peguam” disseminating useful and amusing material by our Members for our Members for more than 30 
years. In 2019, “Suara Peguam” was revamped as “Voix D’ Advocat” which endeavoured to bring more 
updated contents without losing the pizzazz of halcyon years.  
 
(As a nostalgic reference, please find addendum below the publications from Years 2018 to 2022).  
 
Whilst it is somewhat sad to move away from traditional paper and ink but fact is we are submerged in the 
digital sphere and also it is our small move towards a greener environment. Given so, the Penang Bar 
Committee and its Publication Team will henceforth be utilising digital platforms in our continuous efforts 
to publish contributions by our own Members. We also believe that by moving to e-publications, Members 
will have easier and faster access and can additionally share forward such contents.   
 
The Publication Team will be actively seeking contribution from regular as well as budding authors from 
all firms in Penang for the upcoming and inaugural e-publication in May 2023.  
 
The Publication Team would also like to request Members’ feedback for us to better understand areas of 
interest as well as suggestions for a new and improved version of our Penang Bar’s publication.  
 
We therefore invite feedback from Members by clicking here. 
 

“To write well, express yourself like the Common People, but think like a Wise Man.” 
~Aristotle 

 
Carolyn Oh Li Lin 
Chairman 
 

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1qwRDze-w0ZtsNDVJGkTpyE3rUF_-QAy8RlQ0s34nkt4/edit


 

 

 

 


